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Reader-friendly and easy to use, the Study Guide for Introduction to Medical-Surgical Nursing, 6th

Edition, is designed to help you master content and evaluate your progress through practical, useful

exercises and activities, including a wealth of multiple-choice and alternate-format questions. This

edition places an increased emphasis on higher-level application questions, including exercises to

encourage practice in setting priorities, to prepare you to transfer your knowledge of

medical-surgical concepts to patient care in the clinical setting.Learning activities include matching

(key term and vocabulary review), completion, listing, labeling (illustrations), ranking/ordering, and

application questions for textbook nursing care plans.Approximately 2,000 review questions include

revised as well as new standard multiple-choice and alternate-format questions.NCLEX review

question answer rationales discuss both correct and incorrect responses to help you explore the

logic of your choices.Â Prioritization activities provide practice in prioritizing (deciding what to do

first) and assignment (giving specific tasks to health care providers who may be supervised by

LPNs, including nurse aids and nurse assistants).NEW! Completely revised content matches the

most up-to-date nursing diagnoses.
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I discovered initially that chapters 30 and 31 were torn off by my seller. I sent an e-mail to notify him

of my disstisfaction, but he didn't reply. Later, when I checked the entire book I discovered that

chapters 44, 45 and 46 were also riped-off. What a dishonest businessman he is! I am totally



disappointed and wished I hadn't made this purchase. This type of dishonesty does not encourage

on-line purchases. .com, kindly facilitate action to refund my money and please stop dealing with

such crooks.

This study guide contains worksheets with the vocabulary and matching on them. Its great if you

have the time to fill them out but I never found the time to work on them so I used them very little. I

preferred using the online resources from Evolve instead.

i only paid 6bucks 10 with shipping... greatful for the book but all of the questions are answered and

there a big black mark on the side there are scratches all in the inside but AT LEAST I HAVE THE

QUESTIONS. which is all i really wanted so i'm satisfied!

I was disappointed in this study guide because it does not contain an answer key or rationales. You

are provided the page number in parentheses beside the question, which is not as helpful.In my

personal opinion your money would be better spent purchasing the Saunder's Comprehensive

NCLEX Review, or Lippincott's Review Series Medical-Surgical Nursing.

I wasn't very impressed with this book because it didn't contain an answer key to the questions. I

also would rather have questions that resemble the nclex questions instead of just definition style

questions that you have to look up.This may be a good study guide for someone else but so far it

hasn't really helped me much at all.

got me thou nursing school

There is a lot of information that you need to know in the med field, this prepares you.

Did the job
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